
A Definitive Guide to Digital OOH in Northern Ireland
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In today’s world, there is an endless supply of screens for us to engage with it. They are in our 
pockets, on our wrists, in our homes and surround us even when we are on the go. 

The ever evolving Out of Home medium has witnessed a digital revolution in the past decade 
that has brought significant reform to the mass audience channel. Technological capabilities, high 
impact screens and new content opportunities are catering to brands need for fresh and innovative 
ways to advertise in a media world that is becoming increasingly fragmented and cluttered. 

While Out of Home is integral for the objective of brand building and as a top of mind awareness 
tool, Digital Out of Home stretches far beyond this remit.  DOOH places digital in the real world, 
balancing a brand’s digital presence with real world experience and context. 
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1 The Creative Opportunities

1.0 Flexibility is one of the core strengths of Digital OOH with new booking capabilities and 
flexible media plans available. Ads can now be flexible around specific planning requirements 
for advertisers and in sync with consumers’ mindset and journeys, resulting in agile and hyper-
relevant campaigns.

2.0 This unprecedented flexibility has created a multitude of content and targeting 
opportunities. With dynamic activity, local brand messaging, real time content and scheduling, 
advertisers can be braver and more daring with their DOOH messaging to create memorable 
moments while raising awareness, exposure and driving engagement. 

3.0 The strategic placement of many digital units in high dwell time locations and key 
environments has widened the scale and scope of settings brands can advertise in. Screens 
meet the eye at commuter hubs, retail environments, social and leisure settings. Brands can 
optimise copy to take advantage of the different environments triggering optimised versions for 
longer dwell times and simpler versions for shorter times. 

4.0 Brands now have a crucial, prolonged window of influence and can communicate 
with audiences at the right locations at critical decision-making points. DOOH connects brands 
to consumers at key touchpoints throughout the entire marketing funnel, from awareness to 
purchase.

The DOOH space presents a major opportunity for advertisers to take advantage of the creative possibilities associated with DOOH to engage 
audiences.



5.0 DOOH can reap even more benefits for advertisers when run with a coordinated digital 
online campaign.  DOOH offers a strong link between digital offline experiences and digital 
online experiences – important for brands adopting strategies to create omnichannel campaigns. 
This has been witnessed by the number of tech and online retailers who are using DOOH and 
OOH in general. 

6.0 DOOH also mitigates some of the concerns and issues that were prevalent in the digital 
online advertising sector in recent times. DOOH operates in a highly brand safe environment 
that can’t be skipped, ignored or blocked. 

7.0 Consumer perceptions and expectations of Digital Out of Home is paramount to its 
success and power. In our own research, The Digital Effect, we found digital screens improve 
brand salience, brand appeal, interaction and builds trust between brand and consumer. 
Simply put, DOOH elevates brand perceptions in the eye of the consumer.

Brands can now avail of mass reach and coverage but with optimised content in the Out of 
Home space. DOOH works hard for brands to deliver on marketing and creativity effectiveness 
and is a powerful mechanism to include in the advertising mix. Research in Field’s & Binet’s 
Media in Focus shows that including OOH increases campaign effectiveness by 27%, DOOH 
increases the effectiveness of campaigns by 37%.  Therefore, a blend of traditional and digital 
will help to drive success within a campaign. 

1 The Creative Opportunities



2 The Marketplace
Driven by rapidly growing inventory and increased investment from 
brands, DOOH has seen its market share increase significantly in recent 
years. 

At the end of 2019, digital accounted for 28% of the total Out of Home market in Northern 
Ireland. The explosion in digital has been quick and relatively recent when you consider that in 
2014 digital only represented 3% of the market.  

With this digital investment over the years, reach and scale is increasing. In total, the national 
footprint of digital inventory stands at 200+ screens available in all major towns. According to 
TGI consumer insight, 25% of the Northern Irish population has seen some form of Digital OOH 
in the past week, equates to almost half a million people. This increases to 38% when looking at 
the Belfast population exclusively. 

Interestingly, while revenue for digital stands at 28%, digital inventory only accounts for 8% of 
the panels in the market. This is mirrored on a global scale, with Magna Global estimating that 
digital is only 5% of global inventory yet accounts for 14% of advertising revenues. This variance 
between revenue and inventory shows the value advertisers are placing on DOOH.
 
DOOH networks appear in many different environments, sizes and shapes offering huge potential 
for meaningful conversations with audiences.  Screens are segmented based on where the 
audience commutes, works, shops and socialises. Place based, retail and roadside are location 
types identified as key areas with high footfall and long dwell times – optimal environments for 
digital screen placement. These hotspots are hubs of consumers and provide constant and 
maximum exposure to audiences.

Retail environments account for a significant share of digital spend in the market with advertisers 
taking advantage of the path to purchase screens. This correlates with the top digital categories; 
with retail outlets, beers and ciders and quick service restaurants sharing a large proportion of 
digital spend.  There are now more touchpoints than ever in the DOOH sphere that are now fully 
integrated into our daily routines.

Source: Posterwatch



3 Top 5 DOOH Categories  & Advertisers    | Environment Share

RETAIL
33%

SMALL ROADSIDE
56%

LARGE ROADSIDE
5%

Source: Posterwatch 2019

Source: Posterwatch 2019

Source: Posterwatch 2019

AIRPORTS
4%

TRAIN STATIONS
2%



4 The Stats Don’t Lie

64%
agree DOOH 
makes products 
more appealing (*DE)

said they consider 
purchasing a 

product after seeing a 
DOOH ad (*DE)

60%

57% 
of adults think 
brands using DOOH 
advertising are more 
innovative and up to 
date (OCS) 53% agreed they were 

more likely to pay 
attention to DOOH 
advertising (OCS)

Digital commuter hubs 
have an average platform 
dwell time of almost 8 
minutes (Exterion)

Asda Live screens target 
more than 750,000 shoppers 

per cycle (Clear Channel)

Malls have almost 4.5 million 
visitors in an average 2 week cycle 
(Various media owners)

Orbscreen has an 
OTS* of 17.5 million 
per cycle based on 
70 screens in main 
cities (Orbscreen)

*DE = Digital Effect, research undertaken by PML Group and Exterion Media.



4 The Stats Don’t Lie

of adults 
would 

like to see 
more brands 

displaying 
relevant messaging 
(OCS)

of adults 
would be 
interested 
in newslike 
content 
displaying 
on DOOH 
(OCS)increase in overall 

effectiveness when Dynamic 
scheduling included in 
campaign (Virtuocity) 

Dynamic makes action more likely - 
+23% call to action (Ámarach/PML Group)

24% uplift 
in levels of 

agreement for 
‘appeals to me’ 

compared to 
generic copy 

(Amarach / 
PML Group)

49% increase in overall 
effectiveness when 
dynamic content included 
in campaign (Virtuocity)

Dynamic copy 
considered more 

effective than 
generic copy

(Amarach / 
PML Group)



5 The Digital Development Continues

Strategically investing in spaces and environments where classic OOH was somewhat 
lacking aimed to expand the horizons of the Outdoor sphere and the locations open 
to brands to advertise in. Strong digital presence was built with the introduction of 
retail and roadside networks, with rapid expansion since 2014. Large format roadside 
screens were developed first, followed by smaller retail screens in key shopping 
centres in Belfast. 

As the networks became more established, additional retail networks were added to the 
inventory, followed by Adshel Live which launched in late 2017. The conversion of roadside 6 
Sheets to Digital screens delivered the first high quality, robust roadside network of screens, 
which changed OOH buying patterns drastically. For the first time, OOH could be bought in 
small units, with a minimum booking of one hour. 

Digital OOH is now available in transport hubs across Northern Ireland, as well as large screens 
in many key towns. Throughout late 2018 and 2019, the roadside network saw further expansion 
with the launch of InLink and Pulse. The smart street furniture incorporates additional audience 
engagement, including free wifi, USB charging and free telephone calls. The double-sided 
screens are found throughout Belfast city centre, with a high concentration of screens in the 
main shopping areas. 

In continued development, JCDecaux converted static 6 Sheet panels in railway stations across 
Northern Ireland to Digital pods, launching in late 2019.

Larger units and high-quality, illuminated screens have enhanced presence and noticeability in 
roadside environments.

Another benefit of these digital advancements in the Out of Home space is their compatibility to 
seamlessly host Dynamic content.  The result in 2020 is a truly all-encompassing Digital OOH 
ecosystem, dynamically enabled and data fuelled. 



6 The Dynamic Difference
DOOH is constantly exploring new avenues of creativity and delivery. Digital Outdoor 
has entered the dynamic era, evolving DOOH into ample media channels with the 
ability to tailor messages with automated dynamic platforms.  

Dynamic OOH enables brands to fully exploit Digital OOH advertising to its full potential. 
Advertisers can now unlock at scale the flexible capabilities of DOOH by running creative 
bespoke to key triggers such as time, audience and weather. 

Using Digital, brands can switch creative to engage with shifting audiences, however dynamic 
takes this a step further with the ability to localise and personalise creative in a very granular way. 
Dynamic allows a brand to speak to its audience in the way it feels is most engaging, producing 
the most relevant and reactive messages on a screen by screen basis. 

Weather, location and countdowns have proved the most popular triggers since the introduction 
of the Liveposter platform and make up the lions’ share of dynamic campaigns.

As dynamic evolves, we will see a shift to campaigns that encompasses more content and 
scheduling triggers to create multi-content campaigns, showcasing a wider range of inventive 
possibilities for Dynamic Digital OOH. Collaboration with other media, technology and creative 
thinking will be big trends for 2020 as we aim to build better ad experiences for audiences. 

In 2019, dynamic already took a step further with advertisers incorporating results of live online 
polls to harness the virtual world into their real-world OOH marketing, aligning social media and 
DOOH advertising for more integrated campaigns.

Optimisation and relevance can influence action in consumers in a busy multi-media world where 
brands must compete to win attention. Captivating content-fuelled campaigns, storytelling and 
driving results will become far more prevalent. 

firmus energy employed Dynamic weather data to display live 
temperature updates in towns across NI.



6 The Dynamic Difference

McDonald’s use of temperature triggers and location 
shout outs to promote its summer drinks range. 

Based on pre-defined weather conditions, Guinness 
leverages the ever-changing Irish summer weather. 

Aer Lingus integrates location and countdown triggers to 
encourage audiences to take advantage of its sale deals.



Context is key for creating effective DOOH campaigns, it’s what turns a campaign into an 
experience rather than just an advertisement.  
 
However, the potential creative possibilities for DOOH are still being overlooked. It is 
essential that creative can capture the audience’s attention and curiosity. Creating a 
piece that can do exactly that is one of the many interesting aspects of designing for 
Digital Out of Home.

The biggest shift in thinking for creative and brands when it comes to DOOH, is switching 
from just a static broadcast media to one that can also talk to people on a more personal 
and relevant level.

Some of the most innovative Digital Out of Home campaigns this year fully maximised 
DOOH and Dynamic capabilities to create cut through and impact. 

7. Dare to Digitise



7 Cool media first for firmus energy

Natural gas supplier firmus energy became the first local company 
to employ dynamic weather-triggered messaging in Northern Ireland, 
embracing the full creative capability of Digital and Dynamic OOH 
with a cool campaign across the region. 

Employing real-time weather data, the Dynamic campaign is activated 
when the mercury hits 9°C. 

The hyper-localised campaign delivered multiple creatives throughout 
the display duration, evolving to match current weather conditions 
and location. Employing data to enhance adverts delivers a more 
relevant, engaging and effective campaign, with research suggesting 
effectiveness can be uplifted by as much as 15% (The Dynamic 
Difference, Posterscope). 



7 McDonald’s Brings (Out of) Home the Bacon

One of the first dynamic campaigns in Dublin in 2019 saw McDonald’s 
launched an innovative Out of Home campaign integrated with 
dynamic capabilities to help settle the debate that had been stirring 
since it launched the Big Mac with bacon – Is a Big Mac still a Big 
Mac if you add bacon?

In a media first, screens were populated with results from an online 
poll facilitated by McDonald’s partnership with Joe.ie, where users cast 
their vote using associated hashtags (#NotABigMac #StillABigMac). 
The results were ingested into the Dynamic platform to showcase 
how people were voting in the Big Mac debate.

DOOH flexibility was also integral to the strategic planning and 
targeted of the campaign, with day part copy scheduled to only display 
after noon.



7 Diageo innovate on Digital OOH

Guinness also applied the same principles to its dynamic DOOH campaign for its Rugby World Cup sponsorship. Seamlessly fusing its Instagram and Digital Outdoor campaigns, digital 
screens across Ireland were populated with results from an online poll, facilitated by the brand’s Instagram account, that measured the public’s belief in Ireland’s Six Nations success. 



7 Aer Lingus Brings the Home Advantage

In another rugby related campaign, Aer Lingus promoted its 
sponsorship of the Irish rugby team via PML Group’s Liveposter 
platform on screens across Ireland. The campaign broadcast full time 
match scores and adaptive taglines that changed to include the match 
venue where the game was held. 

Major sporting events like the Six Nations is the perfect opportunity for 
brands to capitalise on the dynamic difference to build highly impactful 
and reactive campaigns and express its enthusiasm to fans through 
genuinely relevant OOH creative.



7 Red Bull F1 showrun sets the streets of Belfast alight

Red Bull employed Dynamic Out of Home for its Racing Showrun event 
at Belfast City Hall. 13-time Grand Prix winner, David Coulthard, was 
the star of the show showcasing his driving skills in a RB8 Formula 
One car. 

To amplify anticipation in the lead up to the event, a combination 
of classic OOH formats were employed, along with a live digital 
countdown timer that ran on Clear Channel’s Adshel Live, was 
delivered using PML’s proprietary Dynamic platform.

Speaking about the campaign, Mary-Anne Byrne, Red Bull Brand & 
Culture Brand Manager at Richmond Marketing said; “The Adshel 
Live really allowed us to bring to life the ferocity of the Red Bull Racing 
F1 Belfast creative. The countdown timer helped build excitement 
and marked the event as a must-see, resulting in over thirty thousand 
people attending. This was the perfect advertising format for this 
event.”

Eileen Murphy, Client Manager at Zenith added; “We are delighted 
with the end product – this is the result of collaboration between lots 
of parties. The Dynamic live countdown looks great and really helps to 
build buzz around the event.”



7 Rockshore Gauges the Temperature 
Diageo’s Rockshore brand took advantage of the dynamic scheduling capabilities of Digital Out of Home (DOOH) to contextually promote its lager and cider offerings in parallel, within the 
same campaign.

The DOOH screens across Ireland display Rockshore Lager unless two trigger criteria are jointly met – the temperature rises to 18°C and it is dry. Using this live weather data, PML Group’s 
Liveposter platform then delivers the Rockshore Cider creative together with a temperature call out across multiple formats. 



7 Google Made for Summer (UK)

Google has extended its ‘Make the Most of Summer’ campaign to Digital Out of Home (DOOH) with a responsive, data-driven, push that promoted the little ways in which Google is there to 
help people enjoy the summer. The campaign showcases Google’s Search functionality with popular city-wide summer search terms, such as ‘Best ice cream in Glasgow,’ or ‘Parks near me’. 
Google Search trend data powered the creative development.

Featuring in the campaign were results for search terms, including star ratings, opening times, and map directions with creative also reacting to time of day and local weather conditions.



8 Understanding the Consumer 
Effective planning in the OOH space contributes to the 
success of a campaign. Location and audience insights 
are gleaned from a wealth of tools to enable planners to 
build campaigns that connect the correct audiences and 
locations with brands. 

Through investment in research and technology, a focus on data led planning 
deepens our understanding of audiences and how people live, work and play 
in the Outdoor space. 

Pre-campaign analysis allows us to make recommendations grounded in 
data to help advertisers quantify their marketing investment. 

Tools such as pinpoint and PML Group’s Locomizer platform enhances the 
ability to effectively target the right audiences and ensure appropriate site 
selection for maximum effect. 

While audience insight tools such as OCS, iQ and TGI help identify the 
behaviours, patterns and mindsets of audiences and translate these into 
actionable tactics. 

These insights and tools overlaid with the industry measure JNOR deliver the 
most comprehensive OOH plan to clients. By effectively targeting the right 
audience at the right time in the right place, brands can enjoy higher levels of 
engagement, maximise campaign effectiveness and increase ROI.

OCS
iQ

TGI
Locomizer

JNOR
Poster Impact

Pinpoint

Understanding the consumer



9. The Formats



9 The Formats

Retail Digital:  These large 70 inch screens are 
available in shopping centres across NI, including 
CastleCourt, Abbeycentre, Victoria Square, Erneside 
and Foyleside. 

Belfast City Airport: Large screen targeting 
100% of departing passengers as they proceed 
through security area. 

Pulse: Network of 36 double sided screens 
measuring 75 inches, in roadside locations across 
Belfast. Incorporating free wifi, telephone calls, USB 
charging and a public access defibrillator. 

Belfast International Airport: Large outdoor 
Digital screen, targeting arriving and departing 
passengers outside the main terminal entrance

Belfast City Airport: Five screens located in 
the BCA terminal building, in land-side and airside 
locations.

Belfast International Airport: Small DOOH 
screens located in the terminal of BIA, targeting arriving 
and departing passengers.

InLink: A network of 32 double sided screens 
measuring 55 inches located on roadsides across 
Belfast. Incorporating free wifi, USB charging and 
telephone calls, double sided screens. 

Adshel Live: A network of 70 screens measuring 
70 inches in roadside locations across Northern 
Ireland. 



9 The Formats

Belfast, Shaftesbury Square: Large 
Digital screen at one of the busiest junctions 
in Belfast. 

Lisburn, Chapel Hill: Landscape 
screen at a busy signal controlled junction in 
Lisburn.

L’Derry, Strand Road: Large 
landscape screen on Strand Road, heading 
out of the city towards a retail park.

Maghera, Main Street: Landscape 
screen visible to traffic passing through 
Maghera town centre.

Belfast, Nelson Street: Large screen 
at the junction of Nelson Street and the M3 
off-slip. 

Belfast, Bruce Street: Landscape 
screen in the busy city centre. Targets 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic. 

Newry, Merchant’s Quay: Large 
portrait screen in Newry city centre.

Belfast, Odyssey Digital: Large 
portrait screen in the Titanic Quarter of 
Belfast. 

Commuter Digital: Digital screens 
in railway stations at Great Victoria Street, 
Lanyon Place and the NW Rail Hub.

Asda Live: 12 screens at Asda stores 
across Northern Ireland.



10 The Brand View 

“firmus energy is constantly 
pushing the boundaries in the 
search for clever advertising 
solutions that will help us deliver 
our natural gas message to 
audiences in new and clever ways. 
With so many ads competing 
for people’s attention, traditional 
advertising methods that assume 
one-size-fits-all audiences don’t 
necessarily draw people in. These 
weather-triggered sites offer the 
perfect platform for us to bring to 
life our messaging in a fun and 
impactful way.”

“The Adshel Live really allowed 
us to bring to life the ferocity of 
the Red Bull Racing F1 Belfast 
creative. The countdown timer 
helped build excitement and 
marked the event as a must-see, 
resulting in over thirty thousand 
people attending. This was the 
perfect advertising format for this 
event.”

“What we know from research is 
that cider consumption increases 
when the sun shines. We were 
excited to use these insights 
to deliver an efficient digital 
outdoor campaign. The dynamic 
capabilities allowed us to 
showcase Rockshore Cider when 
it was most relevant on street!”

“Out of Home continues to be an 
integral reach driving part of our 
media plans in McDonald’s and 
the innovation that we are seeing 
coming into this channel is really 
exciting from a brand perspective.

It enables us to become more 
agile and disruptive when 
communicating with our busy 
consumers. Dynamic scheduling 
combined with great creative 
gives us a great opportunity to be 
more targeted and contextually 
relevant thus delivering more 
campaign cut through than even 
before.”

Pamela Beattie, 
Marketing Manager, firmus energy

Jennifer Gleeson, 
Brand Manager, Rockshore Cider

Mary-Anne Byrne, 
Red Bull Brand & Culture Brand 
Manager, Richmond Marketing

Jennifer Power, 
Senior Media and Marketing Manager, 
McDonald’s
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